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A partial ordering is defined for discrete memoryless channels. It is 
transitive and is preserved under channel operations of addition and 
multiplication. The main result proved is that if K1 and K2 are such 
channels, and K1 ---- K2, then if a code exists for K~, there exists at 
least as good a code for K1 , in the sense of probability of error. 
Consider the three discrete memoryless channels hown in Fig. 1. The 
first may be said to include the second, since by the use at the input of 
only the letters A, B, and C, the channel reduces to the second channel. 
Anything that could be done in the way of signaling with the second 
channel could be done with the first channel by this artificial restriction 
(and of course, in general, more, by using the full alphabet). The second 
channel in a sense includes the third, since if at the receiving point we 
ignore the difference between received letters A' and B' the third chan- 
nel results. We could imagine a device added to the output which pro- 
duces letter A'  if either A'  or B' goes in, and lets C' go through without 
change. 
These are examples of a concept of channel inclusion we wish to define 
and study. Another example is the pair of binary symmetric hannels in 
Fig. 2. Here we can reduce the first channel to the second one not by iden- 
tification of letters in the input or output alphabets but by addition of a 
statistical device at either input or output; namely, if we place before 
(or after) the first channel a binary symmetric hannel, as shown in Fig. 
3, with value p2 such that pl = p p2 + q q2, then this over-all arrange- 
ment acts like the second channel of Fig. 2. Physically this could be done 
by a suitable device involving a random element. We might be inclined, 
therefore, to define a channel K1 with transition probability matrix 
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FIG. 1. Examples of channels i l lustrating inclusion relation. 
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Fio. 2. A further example of inclusion. 
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FIG. 3. Reduction of the left channel of Fig. 2 to the right, by a preceding 
channel. 
H pi(j) 11 to include channel K2 with matrix il qi(j) I] if there exist sto- 
chastic matrices A and B such that 
A H P,(J) IIB = I] q,(J) H. 
This is a possible definition, but actually we can generalize this some- 
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what and still obtain the properties we would like for channel inclusion. 
Namely, we may consider fore and aft stochastic operations which are 
correlated. Physically one can imagine devices placed at the transmitting 
end and at the receiving end which involve random but not necessarily 
independent elements. For example, they may obtain their random 
choices from tapes which were prepared together with certain correla- 
tions. Physically this would be a perfectly feasible process. Mathemati- 
cally this corresponds, in the simplest ease, to the following. 
DEFINITION. Let p~(j) (i = 1, . . . ,  a; j = 1, . - . ,  b)be the transition 
probabilities for a discrete memoryless channel KI and qk(1) (t~ = 1, • • • , 
c; 1 = 1, .-. , d) be those for Ks. We shall say that K1 includes Ks, 
K1 _ K2, if and only if there exist two sets of transition probabilities, 
r,~(i) and t~( l ) ,  with 
r,k(i) >-_ O, 
and 
and there exists 
with 
~-~i r.k(i) = 1, 
t.j(1) > O, ~"]~, t.~(1) = 1, 
g, > O, ~g~ = 1 
~, .  ,, ~g,r,~(i) p i ( j )  t,~(l) = qk(1). (1) 
Roughly speaking, this requires a set of pre- and post-channels R~ 
and T , ,  say, which are used in pairs, g, being the probability for the pair 
with subscript a. When this sort of operation is applied the channel 
K1 looks like Ks. 
Let us define a pure channel as one in which all the transitions have 
probability either 0 or 1; thus each input letter is carried with certainty 
into some output letter. Any particular pre- and post-channel R~ and 
T, in (1) can be thought of as a weighted sum of pure pre- and post- 
channels operating on K~. Namely, consider all ways of mapping the 
input letters of R~ into its output letters and associate probabilities with 
these to give the equilavent of R , .  The mapping where letter k is mapped 
into mk is given probability 1-Ii¢ r,k(mk). A similar reduction can be car- 
ried out for the post-ch/mnel T~ and combinations of the pre- and post- 
pure channels are given the corresponding product probabilities. 
This reduction to pure components can be carried out for each a and 
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the probabilities added for the same components with different a. In 
this way, the entire operation in (1) can be expressed as the same sort of 
operation, where the R~ and T~ are now pure channels, In other words, 
channel inclusion can be defined equivalently to the above definition 
but with the added condition that the rue(/) and t~j(1) correspond to pure 
channels. 
The relation of channel inclusion is transitive. If K1 D K2 and 
K2 D K~, then K1 D Ka. Indeed, if g~, R~, T~ are the probabilities and 
! ! ! 
pre- and post-channels for the first inclusion relation, and g~, Ro, T~ 
those for the seeond, then the probabilities g~g'~ with channels R~ U R 
for premultiplier and T~ U T; for postmultiplier (the U means tandem 
connection or matrix product) will produce K~ from K1. If K1 D__ Ks and 
K2 ___ K1, we will say these are equivalent channels and write K1 -- Ks. 
Note that always K~ ~- K1. Grouping channels into these equivalence 
classes we have, then, a partial ordering of discrete memoryless channels. 
There is a universal lower bound of all channels, namely, the channel 
with one input letter and one output letter with probability 1 for the 
transition. There is no (finite) universal upper bound of all channels. 
However, if we restrict ourselves to channels with at most n input and 
n output letters (or channels equivalent to these) we can give an upper 
bound to this subset, namely, the pure channel with n inputs and n 
outputs, the inputs mapped one-to-one into the outputs. 
The ordering relation is preserved under channel operations of addi- 
tion and multiplication. If K~, K'I, K2, and K'2 are channels and 
K~ ___ K'~ and K~ ~ K~, then 
K~+K2~K'~+K~ 
K,K2 ~ K~K~. 
The sum and product of channels as defined in an earlier paper (Shannon, 
1956) correspond to a channel in which either K~ or Ks may be used (for 
the sum) or to a channel where both K1 and K2 are used (for the prod- 
uct). To prove the product relationship suppose (g~, R~, T.) produce 
K~ from Ki and (g~, R~, T~) produce Kt from Ks. Then (g.g~, R.R~, 
! ! / ! 
T,T)~ produces K1K2 from KIK2 , where the product R,~R¢ means the 
product of the channels. The sum ease works simiIarIy. The sum 
K1 + K' ' ' ' 2 can be produced from K~ + K2 by (g.g~, R, + R~, T, -t- T;) 
where the plus means um of ehannels and a and/3 range over all pairs. 
If in a memoryless discrete channel K we consider blocks of n letters, 
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then we have another memoryless discrete channel, one in which the 
input "letters" are input words of length n for the original channel and 
the output "letters" are output words of length n for the original chan- 
nel. This channel is clearly equivalent to K s. Consequently, if K1 ___ K2 
the channel K1 n for words of length n from K1 includes Ks ~, the channel 
for words of length n from Ks. 
Suppose K~ _ Ks and K~ _ K3 and that K~ and K3 have matrices 
II P~(J) II and I1 q,(J) II, respectively. Then K~ also includes the channel 
whose matrix is 
X 11 P~(J) II -t- (1 - X) II q~(J) II (0 = X <_- 1). 
Thus, in the transition probability space the set of channels included in 
g l  form a convex body. The X [I P~(J) II -4- (1 - X) I[ q~(J) II channel can 
in fact be obtained from K1 by the union of (Xg~, R . ,  T.) and 
((1 - x)g0', R~', T~'). 
Our most important result and the chief reason for considering the 
relation of channel inclusion connects this concept with coding theory. 
We shall show, in fact, that if a code exists for Ks and K1 _ Ks, at least 
as good a code exists for K~ in the sense of low probability of error. 
THEOREM. Suppose K1 ~ Ks and there is a set of code words of length 
n for Ks, W~, Ws, --. , W~, and a decoding system such that if the 
W~ are used with probabilities P~ then the average probability of error 
in decoding isPc. Then there exists for channel Kt a set of m code words 
of length n and a decoding system which if used with the same proba- 
bilities P~ given an average probability of error PJ  < P~. Consequently, 
the capacity of K~ is greater than or equal to that of K2 • 
PROOF. If K1 D__ K2 a set (g,, R , ,  T,) makes KI like Ks, where R, 
and T, are pure channels. For any particular a, R. defines a mapping of 
input words from the Ks ~ code into input words from the Ki n dictionary 
(namely, the words into which the R, transforms the code). Further- 
more, T, definies a mapping of K1 output words into Ks output words. 
From a code and decoding system for K2 we can obtain, for any particu- 
lar a, a code and decoding system for K~. Take as the code the set of 
words obtained by the mapping R, from the code words for K~. For the 
decoding system, decode aK~ word as the given system decodes the word 
into which a K~ word is transformed by T , .  Such a code will have a 
probability of error for K1 of, say, P~.  Now it is clear that 
Re = ~_,~ g~P~. (2) 
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since the channel K2 acts like these different codes with probability g~. 
Since this equation says that a (weighted) average of the Pe~ is equal to 
Pe, there must be at least one particular Pe~ that is equal to or greater 
than Pe • (If all the P~, were less than Pe the right-hand side would neces- 
sarily be less than Pe .) The code and decoding system defined above for 
this particular a then give the main result for the theorem. It  follows, 
then, that P, opt(M, n), the minimum probability of error for M equally 
probable words of length n, will be at least as good for K1 as for K : .  
Similarly, the channel capacity, the greatest lower bound of rates such 
that Pe can be made to approach zero, will be at least as high for K1 as 
for Ks • 
It is interesting to examine geometrically the relation of channel in- 
clusion in the simple case of channels with two inputs and two outputs 
(the general binary channel). Such a channel is defined by two proba- 
bilities pl and p~ (Fig. 4) and can be represented by a point in the unit 
square. In this connection, see Silverman (1955) where channel capacity 
and other parameters are plotted as contour lines in such a square. In 
Fig. 5 the channel with pl = ~,  p2 = ~ is plotted together with the 
three other equivalent channels with probabilities p2, p~; 1 - p2, 
1 - p~ ; and 1 - p~, 1 - p2 • Adding the two points (0,0) and (1,1) 
I- P2 
I~G. 4. The general binary channel. 
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FIG. 5. The hexagon of binary channels included in a typical binary channel. 
gives a total of six points. The hexagon defined by these--i.e., their con- 
vex hull--includes all the points which correspond to channels included 
in the given channel. This is clear since all pairs of pure pre- and post- 
channels produce from the given channel one of these six. This is readily 
verified by examination of cases. Hence any mixture with probabilities 
g~ will correspond to a point within the convex hull. 
In Fig. 5, binary symmetric hannels lie on the square diagonal from 
(1,0) to (0,1). Thus the given channel includes in particular the binary 
FIG. 6. The greatest lower bound X and the least upper bound Y of two com- 
parable binary channels. 
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symmetric hannel X whose point is l~[pl + (1 - p2)], 1/~[p~ _{_ (1 - pl)], 
in our example (3/~, ~) .  The channel is included in the binary sym- 
metric channel Y with coordinates (p~/pl + p2 and p2/pl -+- p:), in our 
particular case (1/~, 2/~). These inclusions give simple upper and lower 
bounds on the capacity of a general binary channel in terms of the more 
easily calculated binarY symmetric hannel. 
If we have two channels neither of which includes the other, the situa- 
tion will be that of Fig. 6, with two hexagons. In this case there is a 
greatest lower bound and a least upper bound of the two channels, 
namely, the channels represented by X and Y in Fig. 6. Thus, in the 
binary channel case we have more than a partial ordering; we have a 
lattice. 
FURTHER GENERAL IZAT IONS AND CONJECTURES 
We have not been able to determine whether or not the partial order- 
ing defines a lattice in the case of channels with n letters. The set of points 
included in a given channel can be found by a construction quite similar 
to Fig. 5, namely, the convex hull of points obtained from the channel 
by pure pre- and post-channels; but it is not clear, for example, that the 
intersection of two such convex bodies corresponds to a channel. 
Another question relates to a converse of the coding theorem above. 
Can one show that in some sense the ordering we have defined is the most 
general for which such a coding theorem will hold? 
The notion of channel inclusion can be generalized in various ways to 
channels with memory and indeed in another paper (Shannon, 1957) we 
used this sort of notion at a very simple level to obtain some results in 
coding theory. It  is not clear, however, what the most natural generaliza- 
tion will be in all cases. 
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